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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
REPEATED GUSTS IN TUREULENT AIR
By A. I. Moskovitz “and
“SU14MARY
A. ~. Peiser
Statistical methods have been applied to acceleration
and airspeed data cbtained with the XC-35 airplane during
“flights in turbulent air within convective clouds to deter-
mine some of the characteristics of repeated or closely
spaced gusts pe=tlnent to design problems. The results”
indicated that, in turbulent air within convective clouds,
gusts tend to be contiguous and are seldom found isolated
in space. In about two-thirds of the cases, successive
gusts were opposite in direction and the first and
the second gust seemed to have an equal chance of being
the larger. The over-all average spacing between repeated
gusts was In good agreement with twice the average gust-
gradient distance of 10 chords used in the present design
requirements.
For sets of two and three repeatsd gusts, average
absolute gust intensities in the neighborhood of the
design gust velocity of 30 feet per second were encountered.
Within the scope of the data presented, sets of two snd
three repeated gusts with average absolute effective gust
velocities of 25 feet per second and 23.5 feet per second,
respectively, apparently will be encountered in turbulent
a~r as often as single gusts of 30 feet per second.
INTRODUCTION
In the psst, ccmsideration of the intensity snd
frequency of occurrence of “large single gusts has led to
a reasonable set of desi~ gust conditions. The design
conditions so derived neglect the response of the airplsne
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to gusts pravlously encountered and are based on the
assumption that, over a reasonable range of airplane
characteristics, the motions of all conventional airplanes
are similar. An airplane may, however, encounter a
sequence of gusts in rapid succession with such spacings,
directions, and Intensities that the load impulses ~re
placed in resonance either with the wing frequency or
with the frequency of the pitching motions as determined
by stability and contro~ characteristics. It has been
demonstrated in reference 1 that resonance with the wing
frequency can lead to serious dynmlc overstress of the
wing structme. The”exl.stence of the problem of resonanoe
with the frequency of pltchlng motions has been recognized
in reference 2. If these p~oblems are to be considered
in connection with a particular airplane, the designer
must have information concerning the probability that
the sets of gusts having the spacings, directions, and
intensities critical for the designed structure or sta-
bility characteristics will be encountered.
.Anopportunity to obtain such Int+ormation Is afforded
by acceleration and airspeed data obtained with the XC-35
airplane (reference 3) during flights through turbulent
air in convective clouds. Analysis of these data Indicated
that statistical procedures could be utilized to determine
sore-eof’the more important properties of repeated gusts.
These dEta, therefora, heve beenre-examin6d to obtain
information concerning spacings, directions, and inten-
sities of sets of gusts in a form amenable to statistical
analysts.
Since critical sets of gusts are determlngd by
individual airplane characteristics, no definite recom-
mendations concerning design conditions for repeated gusts
c~n be made. Hence this paper will merely indicste the
methods cf analysis and will prssent results for as many
phases of the repeated-gust problem as is f’eesible in a
form suitable for application to aerodynamic and structural
design problems.
WKI’HODS AND RESULTS
Basic Data
The data for the repested-gust analysis were taken
from time-history records of airspeed and acceler~tion
-.
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obtained with the XC-35 airpl~ during flights through I
turbulent alr within convective clouds. A typioal aocel- ‘
eration the history is shown In figure 1. These records
had Qlr’emly”be”en”evaluate”dforrefwrenoe3’ and were in-a
convenient form for the present analysis. The time
“interval between successive gust peaks had been reco~*ded,
and effective gust velocities Ue had been computed by
means of the sharp-edged-gust formula (reference 4)
where
An
Po
Ue
Ve
v
u
m
w
s
It
acceleration
g units
massmden.tity
foot
PoUeVem
An = ~
increment normal to chord of wing,
of air at sea level, slugs per cubic
effective gust velocity, feet per second
equivalent airspeed (the airspeed related to the
true airspeed b~ the density ratio and equal to
Val/~, feet per second
true ~irspeed, feet per second
relative density
slope of lift curve, per rcdian
weight of airplane, pounds
wing area, square feet P
should be noted that the eff’eotive mat velocity
defined by this formula is a flotltlou; quantity w~loh
is a measure, under average conditions, of the intensity
of the true ~~st (reference 4) and permits the transfar
of acceleration data obtained on one airplane to any
other airplane. The term ~gust peak” as used in the
present paper is merely a convenient designation for an
acceleration peak that has been modified by means of the
sharp-edged-gust formula to eliminate primary airplane
oharacteristi-os.
I —.
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Since preliminary examination of the data showed
that, throughout the range of gust int6nsltles, up and
down gusts appeared to have an equal probability of being
encountered, only the absolute values of effective gust
velooi.ty jUel (that is, the nun&io&l values without
regard to direction) have been oonsldered.
The first step in the analysis was the determination
of a spacing between gust peaks such that gusts with less
than this spacing could reasonably be classed as repeated.
Because of the manner In which the data had been evaluated,
this maximum spechg could be expressed more conveniently
as an increment of time than as an increment of distance.
Examination of the date disclosed that the maximum time
interval for a gust-gradient distance (distance from the
beginning of a gust to the attainment of peak gust velocity)
for all gusts encountered during the present investigation
was 1.1 seconds. With the assumption that repeeted gusts
are essentially symmetrical so that the distance from the
begirnj.ag of the gust to the attainment of peak gust
velot:~ry is the same as the distance from the gust peak
to ths end of the gust, twice the value of 1.1 seconds
was selected as the maximum value. Thus, for the purposes
of this report, a set of gusts Is olassed as repeated if
the time ~rlt~~vd between SUCCe8SiVf3 ,gUSt peaks iS 19SS
than 2.2 seconds. In figure 1, for exmple, a and b
form a set of two repeated gusts, c is Isolated in space,
and d to h form a set of five repeated gusts.
Method of Counting
Within any set of repeated gusts, there exists one
or more smaller sets. The set of five repeated gusts” in
figure 1 contains five single gusts, four sets of two
repeated gusts (de, ef, fg, and @), three sets of three
rep{l~.tadgusts (clef,ef’g, and fgh), and sc farth.
Acco:a2ingY-y,all the gusts (7800 gusts) were included in
the anal>s~s of the single gusts; all the gusts of the
repoctsd-gust class (6800 gusts) were incladad in the
analysls of two repeated gusts; all tha ~~sts that occurrsd
in sets of three or more repeated gusts (5200 gusts) were
included in the analysis of’three repeated gusts; and so .
on. The probability, based on values such as those just
given, that a gust will OCcur in a set of N or more
repeated gusts (N = 2s 3s 4s l“’) is shown in fiwe 2“
(Probability may be interpreted herein as the ratio of
the number of gusts satisfying a given condition to the
/
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total number of gimts encountered. Thus, If the proba-
bility that a gust will exceed a given velocity is P,
an average of one in every l/P gusts will exceed that
P
velocity.). !I@ougQout this report, the symbol,.”” N will
,“, be used to indicate the”ni,imbeti’df””guats”tna“set-of’-. I
i: repeated gusts.
,,
,:
Statistical Procedures
The statistical methods employed permit the repre-
sentation of the gust-velocity data in terms of three
statistical parameters. The baslo assumption is that the
distributions of effective gust velocities which occur
in sets containing different numbers of repeated gusts
can be represented by Pearson Type III probability curves
(reference 5 ). These curves form a three-parameter family;
the parameters for a particular distribution are determined
from the average absolute effective gust velocity lUeIav,
the standard devietion o, and the coefficient of
skewness
a3 of the distribution. Specification of
IIUe av~ u, and a3 is therefore sufficient to describe
the distribution completely.
Values of Iue~,V, u, and a~ were computed for
gusts occurring i.nsOts of N or more repeated gusts and
the results are presented in figure 3 together with what
seem to be reasonable trend lines. In order to determine
the validity of the basic assw.ption and the dependability
of the trend lines, Pearson Type III curves (curve A
determined from the three parameters of the actual data
and curve B from the three parameters obtained from the
trend lines) are compared with the actuai data in figure L
for sets of five repeated gusts. The results in figure 4
indicate that the parameters obtained from the trend lines
In figure 3 may reasonably be used to represent the data
in future calculations. The actual computation of the
Type III curves is somewhat involved and depends on tables
that are not in common use. In order th~t the gust-
velooity data might be presented in convenient form,
curves similar to curve B in figure 4 were drawn for all
values of N and the results summarized in figure 5,
which gives the probabilities of exceeding various values
Of Ue for each value of N.
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Although the probability that the design gust velocity
of 30 feet per second will be exceeded (fig. 5) is greatest
in sets of about 20 repeated gusts, the fact that such
sets do not.’occur so frequently as do single gusts and
sets of fewer repeated gusts (fig. 2) requires that adjust-
ment in the probability levels be made to reduce all sets
to a ccmmon basis. This adjustment may be made by multi-
plying the probabilities of figures 2 and 5 at equal
values of N to obtain the probability thst a gust will
exceed a given value end occur in a set of N or more
repeated gusts. For example,” the probability that a gust
in a set of 10 or more repeated gusts will exceed 30 feet
per second is 0.0022 (fig. 5) and the probability that a
gust will occur in a set of 10 or more repeated gusts
is 0,25 (fig. 2), so that the probability that a gust
will exceed 30 feet per second and occur In a set of 10
or more repeated gusts Is 0.00055. In figure 6 these
probabilities are shown for gusts exceeding 25, 30, and
35 feet per second.
Spacing
The values of spacing D between successive gust
peaks were obtained from the time histories by use of the
following expression:
D=
v ~t
9.23
where 9.23 fest is the length of
chord for the XC-35 airplane and
D spacing, chords
the mean aerodynamic
lit increment cf time between successive gust peaks,
seconds
v true sirspeed, feet pGr second
Values of D were averaged for gusts occurring in
sets of N or more repeated gusts, and the results are
presented In figure 7 in which the trend in the avarage
spacing Dav between sucessive gusts with increasing N
iS shown.
.-..
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Sets of !l!womd Three Repeated Gusts
Slnoe probability Is considered herein as the ratio
of’the number of.gusts” thatsatisf’y R given.condition to
the number of gusts encountered, there is no basis for
comparing probabilities for different values of N unless
the total number of repeated gusts is known for e~ch value
of’ N. Accordingly, in order that sets of two and three
repeated gusts might be compared, the number of occurrences
of each has been determined. .
Sfnce sets of three repeated gusts contain two sets
of two repeated gusts, sets of four contain three sets of
two repeated gusts, and so on, it follows that If MS Is
the number of gusts which occur in sets of exactly j
repeated gusts (j = 2, 3, 4, ...). then
~i-y
J
represents the total number of sets of two repeated gusts
that will be encountered. Similarly,
z
u
~Mj ~
#
represents the total n&ber of sets of three repeated
gusts thet will be encountered. Relative velues of” M+
were taken from figure 2 by subtracting successive val~es
of probability. Substitution of these values into the
foregoing expressions showed that the total number of
sets of two and three repeated ~sts is 65 percent and
47 percent, respectively of the total number of gusts
encountered, With the 7bO0 gusts of the present investi-
gation, there are about 5100 sets of two repeated gusts
and about 3700 sets of three repeated gusts. The average
absolute effective gust velocity
I“elav was computed
for each of these sets and the results are presented in
figure 6, which shows the number of sets of two and
three repeated gusts with I“elav exceeding a gifin
value, expressed in percent of tfietotal number of gusts
encountered. For comparison, the distribution of all
gusts encountered (that is, Me single-gust condition)
is also shown in figure 8.
. .
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The envelopes of tti~n~tties of gusts that make up
the sets of two and three repeated gusts of large average
absolute intensity ~~Ue~av = 15 fps~ are shown In fig-
ures 9 and 10, ”respeatively. Figure 9 shows, for example,
that within the scope ofthese data, a set of two repeated
gusts with IUe I~v = 20 feet per second might reasonably
be expeoted to contain gusts with velocities from 8 feet
per second to 32 feqt per second. .
The envelope of spacings for sets of two repe~ted
gusts of large average absolute Intensity ~liJe!av s 15 fps)
is shown in ffgure 11. For example, for sets of two
II
repeated gusts with Ua av = 20 feet per second, the
spacing between the two gusts of the set might reasonably
be expected to be between about 9 md58 chords. For sets
of three repeated gusts, the average of the two spacings
of the set has been taken as a reasonable measure of
spacing. In figure 12, the limit of’these average spacings
is shown for sets with II‘e ~v~ 15 feet per second.
DISCUSSION
Inspection of figure 6 indicates thet if gust
intensity were the sole criterion for the determination
of critical sets of repeated gusts for design purposes,
single gusts and sets containing a smell number of repeated
gusts would be more Important than sets containing a large
number of repeated gusts. As has already been pointed
out, however, directions and spe.cingsmust also be con-
sidered.
The over-all average spacing between repeated gusts
was ebout 25 chords (fig. 7). “OnO-half of this value
is in good agreement with the average gust-gradient
distance of 10 chords upon which the present design gust
requirements are based. For gusts of large intensity
(figs, 11 and 12) the average spacing was about 20 chords
or twice the design gust-gradient distance. The trend in
average spacings between gusts shown in figure 7 indicates
that spscings between gusts tend to decrease as the number
of gusts in a set of repeeted gusts increases.
Obviously a detailed study could be mede of the
characteristics of sets of any number of repeated gusts.
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Sinoe information concerning sets oontdnlng a small
number of repeated ”gusts would be expected to be of most
value ins-true.tuual.d@sl~.pTob~p~.~-however, only single
gusts and sets of two end tbmee repeated “@stshaver-been
analyzed In detail.
Sir@e Gusts
%-%%
.- The distribution.of all gust velocities.
enooun ere uring the investigation with $he XC-35 elr-
plane hes been presented in figure”8. The probability
that the alrmlane will exceed the desire Kuat velocity
of 30 feet par second Is approximately-O.~Ol; that 1s;
an average of one gust in about 1000 will have a velocity
greater than 30 feet per second. The number of gusts
hevlng e velocity greater than a given value that will be
encountered by an airplane in turbulent air within con-
vective clouds m~y be ‘calculated by useof figure”8 and a
reasonable estimate of the number of gusts per mile of
turbulent air.
Approxl~ately 17 peroent of all the gusts encountered
were isol~ted in space end none of these isolated gusts
had z velocity grester than 15 feet per second. Thus, in
turbulent ~tr, gusts tend to be contiguous and are seldom
found isGlated in space.
Dlrectio~.- Up end down gusts appear to have en equal
chanoe of’being encountered.
Sets of Two Repeated Gusts
in se%%%+’
- Examination of the data indicated that,
wo repeated gusts, the first and the second
gusbhave an equal chance of being the larger. The dis-
tribution of .aversge absolute gust intensities I“elav
for sets of two repeated gusts is shown in figure 8; AS
in the case of single gusts, th~s figure together with an
estimate of gusts per mile of turbulent air permits the
calculation of the number of sets of two repeated gusts
with
IIUe ~v greeter than Q given value that will be
enoounter;d by an airple.nein turbulent air.
were
Values of I
encountered
‘e Ia; as high as 31 feet per.second
in sets of two repeated gusts. Fi&JI?e 8
.
.- —.
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Indicates that a set with
IIUe a~
greater than 25 feet
per second will occur as often-as a single gust of
intensity greater than 30 feet per second.
The range of gust velocities that make up the sets
of large average absolute Intensity (fig. 9) Indicates
that, within the scope of the present data, for
IIUe ~v
= 25 feet per second, a range of gust velocities
from 15 to 35 feet per second can be assumed In design
problems. Because of the small quantity of data obtained
at the higher values of iuelav$ precise estimates of
the range of gust velocities cannot be made. The envelope
in figure 9 represents an esttiate that could be improved
if more data were available.
Direction.- As might be expected, an up or a down
gust seems to have an equal chance of being the first
encountered. In about two-thirds of the cases, however,
the successive gusts are opposite in direction.
-
.- The average spacing”be$ween two repeated
gusts was a out 25 chords with a range of 5 to 100 chords.
The range of spacings in sets of large intensity (fig. 11)
indicates that, within the scope of the data, for
I“elav = 25 feet per second, spacings of 15 to 32 chords
can be assumed in design problems.
Sets of Three Repeated Gusts
Intenslt .-
&
The distribution of average absolute
gust EF6&! es [Uelav for sets of three repeated
gusts is shown in figure 8. As in the case of single
gusts and sets of two repeated gusts, an estimate can
be made from this figure of the number of sets of three
repeated gusts with lUelav greater than a given value
that will be encountered by an airplane in turbulent air.
IIValues Of Ue” as high as ~ feet per secondav
were encountered in sets of three repeated gusts. Fig-
ure 8 indicates that a set with IUelav greater then
23.5 feet per second will occur as often as will a
single gust of intensity greatm than 30 feet per second.
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The range of gust velocities that make up the sets
of large average absolute inteqsity (fig. 10) indicates
that.,.within .tlie.soopp..o.f.the-present data, for
l“eJav = 23.5 feet per seoon&a’&&@’””10 ”to’36”feet per
.seoond oan be assumed “In design problem.
Direct ion.- No predominant cornblnatlon of up and
down gusts ex~sts f“orsets of three repeated gusts. ml
combinations seem to have an equal chance of being
encountered.
W .- Spacing In a set of three repeated gustshas been c aracterized by the average of the two spacings
between the three gusts in the set. The range of these
average spacings for sets of large intensity (fig. 12)
Indicates that, within the scope of t~se data, for
IIUe av = 23.5 feet per second, average spacings from
i2 *O 32 chords can be assumed In design problems.
Although sets of more than three repeated gusts have
not been analyzed in detail, recommendations concerning
these sets apparently should be shllar to those advanced
for sets of two and three repeated gusts.
Remarks on Applications
In applying the foregoing results to design problems,
a suitsble forcing function must be selected to represent
a given set of repeated gusts. The form of this forcing
function may be determined to a first approximation from
the shapes of the acceleration peaks Involved. A wide “
variety of peak shapes were encountered but most of the
peaks were approximately sinusoidal. It has already been
noted that, for repeated gusts of large Intensity, the
average spacing between peaks was twice the average gust-
gradient distance; that is, for these gusts little snmoth
air Is encountered between successive gusts. These facts,
together with the assumption of gust symmetry, suggest that
the forcing function should be sinusoidal with the
distance between successive zeros equal to the average
spacing between the peaks and the amplitudes determined
by the intensities of the individual gusts.
The results of figures 8 to 12 have been summarized
In table I, which presents the oharacteristlcs of sets of
two and three repeated gusts with average absolute
. .-.. . .
—. . .
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intensities that will be encountered as frequently as
single gusts with e.bsolute intensities of 20, 25, 30,
and 35 feet per second. The amplitude and period of the
forcing function may be selected on the basis of this
table. Inasmuch as any of the gusts in a set of repeated
gusts appears to have an equal probability of being the
larger, average conditions can be approximated if all
the gusts are assumed to have the same velocity. The
amplitude of the forcing function may therefore be
determined from the average absolute gust velocity
selected from table I. The impressed frequencies may be
computed from the ranges of spacings in table I for
comparison with the wing or pltchlng-motion frequencies.
CONCLUSIONS
Statistical methods have been applied to accel-
eration ad sirspeed data obtained with the XC-35 eir-
plane du&inG flights in turbulent air in convective clouds
to determine some Gf hhe characteristics Gf repsated or
closely spaced gu~ts pertinent to design problems. Tim
following conclusions we~e indicated:
1. In turbulent air, within convective clouds,
gusts tend to be contiguous and are seldoinfound isolated
in space. All gusts of Intensity greater than about
15 feet per second encountered during this investigation
were in the repeated-gust class.
2. For sets of two repeated gusts, In about two-
thirds of the sets, successive gusts were found to be
opposite in direction and, as might be expected, either
an up or a down gust had an equal chance of being the
first encountered. Both the first and second gusts have
an equal chance of being the lerger.
3= The distribution of gust intensities that occur
in sets containing diPferent numbers of ra?eeted gusts
can be represented adequately by Pearson Type 111
probability curves.
J. Based on the conslderatiion of gust intensity
alone, single gusts and sets of two and three repeated
gusts are more important than sets containing a-large
number of repeated gusts, since the probability of
encountering gusts of large Intensity In these sets is
h@her than in sets containing larger numbers of repeated
gusts.
.— I
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5* The over-all average spacing between sets of
m two”.repee,tedgusts is d20ut 25 ehOrds. The spacings
between gusts tend todecrease. as the.n~bqr of repeated
gusts in a set lndreases. . .
6. For sets of two and three repeated gusts, average
absolute gust intensities in the neighborhood of the
design gust velocity of 30 feet per second were encoun-
tered. Within the scope of present data, sets of two
and three repeated gusts with average absolute effective
gust velocities of 25 feet per second and 23.5 feet per
second, respectively, apparently will b encountered in
turbulent air as often as single gusts ~f intensity greater
than 30 feet per second.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory “
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PERTINENT CHARAOTERTSTICS Cl?SINGLE GUSTS AND SETS
OF TWO AND THREE REFEATZD GUSTS OCCURRING WITH EQUAL FREQUENCY
.- ..-. - ————
Single gust
Effective gust
velocity
(fps)
IU*I
— —- — .—
20
25
30
35
—.—— — -----
‘“-- T“Set of two repeated ~~s S_etof three repeated gusts
Effective gust ~ SpacIng Effective gust i Spacing
velocity
(fps) I (chords) I
velocity
(fps) I (chords)
17
21
25
29.5
.-— —
Range
t
Dav
——-
5 to 29 28
y tO 33 28
15 to 35 22
I21.5 tO 37.5 22
L.-—
5 to 64 ‘ 15.5 I 7 to 31.5 26
J_
12 to 54 19.5 : 8 to 33.5 24
15 to 32 23.5 9.s to 36.0 20
15 to 30 27.5 10.5 to 38.5 20
-— —— -—.
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Figure 7.- Trend In fhe averuge spaclhg between successive gusts in ~ei+s of
N or more repeoted gu~ts .
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Figure /2 .– ~l???l~ of average Jpuclngs between three repeufed gusfs .
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